Context. Progenitors of binaries were determined with our binary evolutionary code so as to fit best with the presently observed positions of donor and gainer in the HR diagram. Moreover binaries with accretion disks around the gainer star were fitted towards the observed disk characteristics. At that stage magnetic braking was not included in the code. And no prediction of the rotation characteristics of the gainer were made. Aims. Equatorial velocities are measured for a number of mass gaining stars in interacting binaries. Tides tend to synchronize the rotation of the gainer but many observed low equatorial velocities can not be explained by tidal interaction alone. Methods. We introduced magnetic braking into our code so as the reproduce the observed equatorial velocities better. Results. Large equatorial velocities of mass gaining stars are lowered by tidal interaction and magnetic braking. Tides are mainly at work at small orbital periods leaving magnetic braking alone at work at large orbital periods. Conclusions. Slow rotation is well reproduced by our code. But (not observed) critical rotation of the gainer in some systems can not be avoided by our calculations.
Introduction
published results of binary evolutionary calculations, including tidal interaction as proposed by Wellstein (2001) . We published a catalog of progenitors that produce the position of the two components of the binary in the HRD best. The evolution of the orbital period was determined using the law of conservation of angular momentum. The amount of angular momentum lost through stellar wind was calculated using Vink et al. (2001) for stars hotter than 12500 K and De Jager et al. (1988) for cooler stars. In the case of liberal evolution the loss of angular momentum was calculated by Van Rensbergen et al. (2010 ,2011 assuming that mass lost from the system takes only the specific orbital angular momentum of the gainer. A detailed treatment of tides was proposed by Van Rensbergen & De Greve (2016) . Herein tides are very different for a star with a radiative atmosphere from one in convection (see e.g. Hilditch (2001) ). The convective mode was always applied during RLOF. Meridional circulation, as proposed by Tassoul (2000) , was added as a significant contributor to the tidal action. Our paper modeled accretion disks characteristics around gainers.
The spin of the stars was not considered in these studies.
Observed equatorial velocities of gainer stars were published by Van Hamme & Wilson (1990 ), Miller et al. (2007 , Glazunova et al. (2008) and Dervisoglu et al. (2010) . The evaluation of the rotational velocities can only be explained introducing magnetic braking into the code. Without magnetic braking to many gainers would rotate at critical velocity.
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Generation of the magnetic field of the gainer
A solid rotator with constant angular velocity Ω from the center to the edge of the star can not develop a magnetic field. In this paper we use magnetic fields that are produced by the dynamo of Spruit (2002) which is at work when the angular velocity rises with an amount ∆Ω over a distance ∆r. The magnetic field is then directly proportional to q:
In order to calculate q we introduce differential rotation into our model. We consider the gainer as a star that is composed as a core surrounded by a shell. Before the start of RLOF both parts rotate synchronously and produce no magnetic field. Magnetic fields can develop from the start of RLOF on.
Apart from the evaluation of the value of q in relation (1), all the quantities needed to calculate the magnetic field with the dynamo of Spruit (2002) are introduced in our binary evolutionary code at the interface between the gainer's core and shell. This means that the Brunt-Väsälä frequency N, the thermal conductivity κ and the magnetic diffusivity η are evaluated in the gainer at every stage of the evolution of the binary.
Following Spruit (2002) , the thermal conductivity can be ignored (underscore (0)) when B 0 B c0 < 1 so that the dynamo (underscore (1)) B 1 B c1 > 1 creates the magnetic field. We followed this logic. But when both quotients are larger than 1, the mean value of B r0 and B r1 was taken for the magnetic field that governs the magnetic braking, using the following formulae: 
The values in the right hand side of relations (2) and (3) are taken at the interface between the core and the shell.
From the start of RLOF on, the core is not influenced by the matter coming from the donor impinging on the gainer. The amount of angular momentum that is added only to the shell is given by Packet (1981) , corrected with the impact-parameter d R g :
∆J + spin,shell = 6.04534 10 54
∆J + spin,shell is expressed in cgs units, whereas masses and radii are respectively in M and R .
With every value of J spin,shell corresponds a value of Ω shell = J spin,shell I shell which is a characteristic value of the angular velocity in the shell. A magnetic field will be created when Ω shell > Ω core . The radius dependent angular velocity Ω(r) raises continuously from Ω core at the interface between core and shell to Ω edge at the edge of the gainer. We assume that this raise follows the shape of an ellipse. In that case one obtains:
Conservation of angular momentum
The total angular momentum J Σ of a binary is the sum of the orbital angular momentum J orb and the spin angular momentum of gainer J g and donor J d . Tides continuously exchange amounts of ∆J orb , ∆J g and ∆J d . In the conservative case one has:
Angular momentum loss due to stellar wind (SW), mass loss from the system during liberal RLOF (OUT) and angular momentum loss due to magnetic braking (MAG) do not violate the law of conservation of angular momentum, but change it into:
The values of ∆J S W+OUT d+g and J MAG g are negative. In this paper we only outline the effect of magnetic braking, since this was not included in our previous papers. The amount of angular momentum lost by the gainer due to magnetic braking is given by Dervisoglu et al. (2010) in cgs units.
Herein the quantity B is the magnetic field yielded by the dynamo of Spruit (2002) . The quantity dM dt is stellar wind mass loss of the gainer in M
year . This wind carries matter and angular momentum into space. R is the radius of the gainer in R , B is the radial component of the magnetic field expressed in Gauss, M is the mass of the gainer expressed in M and Ω edge is the angular velocity of the edge of the gainer, defined in relation (5). So that v eq,g =Ω edge R eq,g .
Relation (8) is the expression derived by Dervisoglu et al. (2010) for a magnetic dipole, which is valid in this case.
Calculating the orbital period
The orbital angular momentum was calculated from relation (7). From these values the orbital period is calculated for circular orbits in cgs units with;
(9)
The orbital period P is in days and the masses in M .
Extend of the shell
The gainer is now composed by an inner core in solid rotation surrounded by a shell that rotates differentially. The core is not spun up nor braked down magnetically. Its rotation is only modulated by tides. The shell is spun up following relation (4). Its rotation is modulated by tides and undergoes magnetic braking following relation (8).
A core that takes X% of the mass leaves (1-X) % of the mass for the shell.
Figure (1) shows the evolution with time of the equatorial velocity of the gainer starting from a (6.16 + 2,9) binary with an initial orbital period of 1.6854 d. A possible progenitor for λ Tau with initial value of X=0,95, undergoing tides and magnetic braking. This evolution with time is compared with the evolution of the gainer in the same system with a rigidly rotating and hence never magnetic gainer for which the rotation is thus modulated by tides only. This binary starts RLOF during core hydrogen burning of the gainer. Critical rotation of the gainer is achieved during the phase of rapid RLOF at around 48 million years after ZAMS. After that, RLOF will occur at a lower speed. Tidal interaction and magnetic braking will then be strong enough to synchronize the rotation of the gainer. In figure (1) one sees clearly that synchronization settles more rapidly when magnetic braking helps the tidal interaction. After around 65 million years RLOF will start again. Now during hydrogen shell burning of the donor. Critical rotation will again be achieved. But the rush to critical rotation is slowed down by the combined action of tides and magnetic braking. The present state of λ Tau is in this up-going stage. The gainer of λ Tau has there an equatorial velocity of 147 km sec , far below the critical value of 481 km sec . When finally critical rotation is achieved the orbital period is around 30 days and tides are then practically no more at work. Figure (1) shows that magnetic braking will prevent the gainer from critical rotation. This work is done at the very end of and after RLOF B. Figure (2) shows the evolution of the magnetic field of the gainer in the binary shown in Figure (1) . The magnetic field lives by the difference of angular velocity Ω between shell en core. Before RLOF A the gainer rotates at synchronous rotation. Shell and core, both at synchronous rotation. The core will always continue to rotate almost synchronously. When RLOF A starts, only the shell is spun up. When the shell rotates at critical velocity the magnetic field is at maximum (≈ 3000 Gauss). When tides and magnetic braking have synchronized the rotation of the shell, the magnetic field disappears. From the beginning of RLOF B the shell is again spun-up and the magnetic field starts again to be build up. The value of the magnetic field is lower than during rapid RLOF A. A value of ≈ 750 Gauss is reached. Since magnetic braking is then nevertheless very active, the shell will gradually be synchronized. After that the magnetic field will again disappear. Figure 2 shows the eras when the gainer can be regarded as a magnetic star.
It has to be mentioned that choices different from an initial value of X=0,95 (5% of the mass of the gainer being in the shell), would hardly change the results shown in figures (1) and (2).
An initial shell with X=0.95 accretes more and more mass and evolves finally into a massive shell with X=0,36 (64% of the mass of the gainer being in the shell). This is not so different than the evolution with a shell with initial value of X=0.5 that evolves ultimately into a massive shell with X=0.2 (80% of the mass of the gainer being in the shell), giving raise to magnetic fields and magnetic braking that are very similar to those obtained with an initial value of X=0,95. This value was used in all our calculations.
Results
Van Hamme and Wilson (1990) define the quantity F= v eq v sync and R= F gainer −1 F crit,gainer −1 . R [0-1] is a measure of rotation. R is 0 at synchronous rotation and 1 at critical rotation.
Tables (1) & (2) compare the equatorial velocities of the gainers as obtained by our code with the observations. The calculated numbers shown in these tables were taken at the presently observed orbital period. The ranking runs from perfect determination to bad determination of v eq from the top of Table ( 1) to the bottom of Table ( 2). A determination of v eq is considered to be good when ∆R = (R model − R obs ) is small (≈ 0) and is unacceptable when the same quantity is large (≈1).
• Some equatorial velocities are well reproduced by our calculations. These results are shown in Table (1) • Few observed values of equatorial velocities far below the critical value, are calculated being critical when they occur during rapid RLOF. In this case the up-spinning can not be braked down by the combined action of tides and magnetic braking. These cases are shown at the end of Table ( 2) • Some observed values of equatorial velocities below synchronous velocity are usually not reproduced by our calculations since tides always tend to synchronize rotation
Conclusions
RLOF spins the gainer up to critical velocity. This critical rotation remains as long as the system lives if one does not account for tidal interaction and magnetic braking. A system that first has RLOF A during hydrogen core burning of the donor will have a gainer that will rotate critically. At short orbital periods tidal interaction will synchronize the rotation of the gainer. This synchronization will occur more rapidly due to magnetic braking. When RLOF A stops the rotation of the gainer will synchronize rapidly. A new regime of RLOF will soon after the exhaustion of hydrogen in the core, start with RLOF B during hydrogen shell burning of the donor. The gainer will again be spun up into critical rotation. The orbital period and hence separation of the stars in the binary will practically annihilate the tidal forces. Every braking will now be supplied by magnetic braking. Due to magnetic braking during RLOF B the rotation of the gainer will go slower into critical rotation. Once critical rotation is attained, magnetic braking will lower down the rotation from the very end of RLOF until the gainer leaves the main sequence. Fig. 1 . Evolution of the equatorial velocity of the gainer of a 6.16M + 2.9M with an initial period of 1.6854 days, being a likely progenitor of λ Tau. In the upper curve tides act alone. In the lower curve tides and magnetic braking act together. Table 2 . Calculated velocities of gainers that fit observations less good than in Table 1 . Masses are in M , orbital periods in days and v eq in km sec . The masses for V356Sgr are from Dominis et al.(2005) . The masses by the observations of Glazunova et al. (2008) are from Budding et al. (2004) . V356 Sgr and TU Mon experience a liberal era during their life.
